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Purpose of this Playbook

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

Purpose
As we grow around the world …
◉

There’s a growing importance of protecting the equity
in the one brand we are all investing in: BBN.

◉

A strong, consistent brand image helps all agencies.

◉

The brand playbook provides key information to
enable all in developing agency and regional marketing
materials.

◉

You’ll find our brand strategy simply explained through
our proprietary tools.

◉

It also contains brand assets you’ll need from logos to
messages.

◉

Please apply when developing marketing
communications so we’ll all help build our BBN brand!
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Future identity and position

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

Brand Identity Map (BIM)
2 RATIONAL
BENEFITS
What tangible
advantages does
my customer
receive?

3 EMOTIONAL
BENEFITS

5 PURPOSE

How does my
customer feel
when using my
brand?

6 ESSENCE
Who am I?

1 OFFERING

4 CHARACTER
& SYMBOLS
What do I stand for?
What do I
deliver?

How do I look
and behave?
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BBN Future Identity
2 RATIONAL
BENEFITS

Inspired
Valued
Connected Confident
Proud
Surprised

Creative solutions that engage
and motivate to meet goals
Effective, data-driven
outcomes
Flexibility and agility to
meet all marketing needs
Global relevance
with local impact

1 OFFERING

3 EMOTIONAL
BENEFITS

5 PURPOSE

I’m a strategic thinker
I’m a “modern marketer”

Maximizing
brand
value

Leading B2B industry
experience
Broad scope of integrated
marketing disciplines

6 ESSENCE
World’s B2B agency

Achieving results
creatively

Proven end-to-end methodologies
Global, regional and local
marketing services
inter-connected agency
equity partners

Advancing
B2B
thinking

I’m on top of my game

4 CHARACTER
& SYMBOLS

Spirited Collaborative
Entrepreneurial Inventive

BBN Navigator
BBN Academy
Diversity and
connectivity
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BBN Position
BBN is the world’s B2B agency that advances B2B thinking with its
entrepreneurial approach and proven end-to-end methodology
because its diverse range of inter-connected agile teams maximises
brand value through creative and data-driven solutions with global
relevance and local impact.
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Targeted proposition to clients & prospects
To clients and prospects who want to build measurable and
successful human connections creatively to achieve sales goals, BBN
delivers results through broad, strategic experience with proven
methodologies and the latest technologies with a dash of creative
magic.
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Portfolio strategy

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

Portfolio strategy
The portfolio strategy defines the roles and relationships between BBN and its partners. There are three
roles that the BBN brand plays.

Master

BBN

(Managed by BBN Central)

Roles with agencies
(Managed by BBN partners)

Definition of roles

Endorser

Co-Branding

Agency retains their brand identity, shows
BBN as the endorser

Agency combines the BBN brand identity
with their own

An endorser brand relationship means the
agency is a distinct entity that is part of
the BBN group, with access to leverage
the group’s resources when appropriate

When the brand names are co-mingled,
the co-branding implies the agency is
BBN and can inherently do and deliver
everything BBN represents
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Tone of voice

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

Tone of voice
Tone of voice guides the desired impression we make with our marketing impressions. It must reflect
the character of BBN.
The BBN brand character is defined as spirited, collaborative, entrepreneurial and inventive.

Spirited

Collaborative

Entrepreneurial

Inventive

Youthful, vigorous,
lively, energetic,
animated.

To work together, to
cooperate.

Enterprising, one who
organizes and
manages a business.

Skilled in inventing,
ingenious and creative.

There’s an
unmistakable BBN
spirit in all we do.

At BBN we do things
with our clients, not
just for them.

BBN knows what it
takes to succeed.

Never status quo, BBN
reimagines and drives
fresh ideas.
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Brand story and key messaging

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

Brand story & key messages
Guiding messages for talking about BBN
◉

The purpose of the brand story is to provide approved

content to guide the development of marketing
communications. When applying you can adapt for BBN
tone of voice and specific agency, or regional needs.
◉

The purpose of the key messages is to provide approved

content to guide the development of marketing
communications. When applying you can adapt for BBN
tone of voice and specific agency, or regional needs.
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Brand story
Advancing B2B thinking for building business success - differently.
In today’s digitalised world, making investments that

BBN, the world’s B2B agency, is different because its

demonstrate a return are a challenge for any business, none

entrepreneurial approach is principal led. Plus, its end-to-end

more so than in marketing and sales. Whether operating

methodology is proven. The BBN diverse range of agile teams

locally, regionally or internationally, the demand to

are unified and inter-connected – and above all, its people

demonstrate a successful outcome has never been so

are genuinely connected.

intense.

This combination all leads to creative, data-driven solutions,

Multiple traditional but unsatisfactory solutions are offered to

delivering global relevance with local impact, ultimately

address these challenges. However, a genuinely different

building brand value and business success while advancing

approach does exist. With over 1,000 practitioners, there’s a

B2B thinking.

flexible and agile agency that meets all marketing needs, one
that provides creative solutions that engage and motivate to
achieve business goals.
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Key messages – main message
BBN the world’s B2B agency
The demand to demonstrate successful B2B marketing and
sales outcomes has never been so intense. Fortunately, a
different approach exists. BBN delivers results through
broad, strategic experience with proven methodologies and
the latest technologies with a dash of creative magic. With
over 1,000 practitioners around the world, this flexible and
agile agency meets all marketing needs to deliver on sales
goals. BBN – the world’s B2B agency.
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Key messages – supporting messages
Leading B2B industry experience

Effective data-driven outcomes

BBN has a B2B focus and proven expertise with 22 agencies with over

Every day, we help maximize brand value through creative and data-

1,000 professionals. That’s partners in 30 countries who provide

driven solutions for clients. Our platform-agnostic approach ensures

genuine, valuable marketplace, business and audience insights. Our

we’ll apply the technology to meet goals. And through our agility and

broad experience covers such segments as Agriculture & Animal

inventiveness, we’ll always meet evolving needs. BBN partners define

Health, Business & Professional Services, Construction, Education,

best practices in digital marketing with their task team and

Energy (Oil & Gas / Electric), Engineering, Financial Services &

masterclass sessions. From lead generation to customer loyalty, BBN

Insurance, Food & Beverage, Government, Healthcare &

knows what data matters in building customer relationships that

Pharmaceutical, IT / Telecommunications, Logistics & Transport,

matter.

Manufacturing, Retail (Wholesale). Agency partners make the best
recommendation to meet clients’ needs through our broader
experience and range of ideas that inspire. And, we’ve been doing
that since 1987.
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Key messages – supporting messages
Flexibility and agility to meet all marketing needs

Proven end-to-end methodologies

Today, more than ever, it takes agility and inventiveness to meet

BBN Navigator clearly expresses WHAT we do and HOW we do it. For

evolving needs. At BBN, we have an expansive scope of integrated

the WHAT, the four core offerings are Brand, Creative, Connection &

capabilities which evolve to meet the changing needs of marketers.

Martech. All are at the heart and soul of what we do and what clients

Fully integrated brand, creative and communications come with

need. For the HOW, the five key aspects apply to all of the above core

scalability to precisely meet client needs in both services and

offerings: discovery, strategy, idea, activation and optimization. So,

expertise. From 24-hour service through multiple time zones, to areas

each core offering is delivered with the same differentiated rigour

of specialization combined with practice integration, we always

and passion. And the continuity of approach ensures integration and

employ flexibility and agility. It’s part of our entrepreneurial DNA.

synergy. It’s clear, simple and proven to be effective. Just what you’d
expect from the world’s B2B agency.
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Key messages – supporting messages
Global relevance with local impact

Inter-connected agency equity partners

We’re a genuinely connected global group combined with local and

BBN represents a new agency model. It’s a genuinely connected

regional perspectives. Through BBN, clients get adaptability to local,

global group of inter-connected B2B agencies. There are agency

regional and global markets to ensure relevance. And they get access

partners in 30 countries with a B2B focus and proven expertise

to native language speakers. So, from global positioning to local

among 22 agencies with over 1,000 professionals. This diversity

execution, we deliver high-quality outcomes with a unified

provides the distinctiveness of individual agencies’ strengths

understanding and approach, which results in relevant creative

combined with a common approach. Engagement is simplified with a

solutions that engage and motivate at every level.

lead-agency structure, so clients have a single point of accountability.
Clients can also leverage global locations for optimizing pricing. Each
inter-connected partner focuses on building brand value and business
success while advancing B2B thinking.
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Key messages – Client directed Q&A
TOPIC

QUESTION

RESPONSE

Our truly agile model delivers end to end
solutions globally.

When you say agile, what is really meant by that
and how does it relate to delivering end to end
solutions.

Agile is both a mindset and a proven methodology, in fact you need both to be truly effective. The
majority of our partners have built their businesses from scratch and know the importance of being
able to respond quickly to market and industry change. Using our matrix model, we structure
bespoke teams to respond to each client’s particular requirements. This agile, matrixed structure
enables us to be nimbler, as this approach emphasises interdisciplinary functionality and enables
colleagues to move from team to team as project needs demand.

Accounts are led by business owners,
entrepreneurs who are passionate about the
success of your business.

I understand the agency owners play a key role
in the BBN partnership … why is that important?
And why does it differentiate BBN?

3 main reasons:
•
As business leaders, they understand your dilemmas, from a holistic perspective. They feel
your pain.
•
They have the experience and knowledge, from being active b-2-b marketing practitioners, all
their working lives. And you can buy into that.
•
And there’s more than 20 of them, so you get access to so much more than just one agency’s
senior team – that will probably disappear as soon as the contract is signed.

It is our diversity that makes us strong.

Diversity and inclusion are buzz words right now
and many businesses are paying lip-service to
these concepts … so what do they mean to BBN
and why do they matter?

Yes, these are topical issues and rightly so. But they are far from new to BBN, a global, multi-cultural
organisation of over 1,100 people.
We have lived diversity from Day One – we have had to, so that we can form successful multinational, multi-lingual integrated delivery teams.
I’m sure in any D&I audit, we could tick all the right boxes in terms of representations. But that
doesn’t matter to us as much as diversity of thought.
As long as our people are able to think in a diverse way, it won’t matter where they are from, what
their colour, religion or sexual orientation is.
And our values support this, in terms of the importance we place on Trust, Inspiration and Fun.
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Key messages – Client directed Q&A
TOPIC

QUESTION

GUIDED RESPONSE

Our award-winning creative solutions engage,
motivate and deliver measurable results.

B2B companies don’t typically regard creative
driven solutions as appropriate, they are more
comfortable in rationally presented proposition
rather than emotional ones.

The best B2B campaigns combine the best of both. Now more than ever making an emotional
connection with customers is critical. Buyers are still people and head and heart both influence their
decisions. They want to identify with the brand and be convinced that their relationship with goes
beyond purely a transactional one.

Our data driven solutions that unify marketing
and sales deliver successful and measurable
outcomes.

Isn’t the importance of unified marketing and
sales functions a statement of the obvious, and
what role does data play in this relationship?

Regretfully, in many companies due to legacy issues, tensions still exist between sales and marketing
and actually, hard data in itself is not always helpful in advancing the cause of greater unity. The
advancements in technology and its ability to identify, nurture and measure the prospects has
advanced dramatically and that will dramatically accelerate as we struggle to manage the ‘new
normal’. The reality is the majority of B2B companies have not properly invested in and embedded
the available technology. That position is no longer tenable. Also, right now every organisation must/
should be reviewing their business model. This creates a huge opportunity for us to guide clients,
using Navigator to manage change and provide the insights necessary to breakdown silos and create
genuine common purpose.

We build brands and deliver business success
through advanced B2B thinking.

What exactly is advanced B2B thinking and how
can you demonstrate it.

We have already touched on the importance of raising the whole level of brand in B2B companies.
Whilst others focus on the next big thing, the killer app or platform that will transform your lead
generation, we see the bigger picture. This enables us to draw upon the best B2B minds in virtually
every disciple, specialists in key industry sectors who operate in every market in the world.
Combining that view in the round creates an environment that encourages a holistic view.

We are the world’s B2B agency.

Nice words but how do you justify them?

OK, there’s an aspirational element but it is grounded in a solid proposition. We can demonstrate all
the play factors needed; our B2B expertise, financial scale, locational spread, track record, but most
of all it is our diversity that truly sets us apart and brings us together. Bound by respect for age,
gender, religion and ethnicity and operating to a common set of values is the thing that motivates our
ambition and gives us common purpose.
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Key messages – Client directed Q&A
TOPIC

QUESTION

GUIDED RESPONSE

We’ve spent the last 20 years evolving,
perfecting and applying our integrated B2B
marketing toolset.

Every agency, every network says it has a
process … and most do … so why is yours
different?

BBN Navigator probably isn’t that different to many toolkits that are out there. Fundamentally, they
are all designed to do similar things.
What is different and significant, is that we have honed ours in practice, worldwide for 20 years. It is
constantly evolving to meet customer needs and it is proven. Follow the process, insert the inputs
and you will get the outputs and outcomes that are required.
But no process is worth anything without qualified practitioners, and that’s where BBN excels. By
every possible means, including our own fabled Academy, we continue to share knowledge and
improve the implementation skills of our people.
And finally, what really sets us apart is that any combination of any of our 20+ agencies can get
together at any time any where in the world on any brief, and immediately tailor, apply and
implement Navigator in an effective way … which is actually unique and pretty impressive when you
think about it.

The best B2B-minds across all generations and
across the globe stand together in developing
B2B-standards of tomorrow.

Every agency pitch claims that its people are the
best … why should I believe you? What evidence
do you have?

There are four criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Agency rankings: we are the best, officially
Awards: we win more than anyone else, anywhere … just look at the list
Repeat business: in 2019/20, 75% of all our work was from existing clients, which tells us that
our clients couldn’t find anything better anywhere else
Thought leadership
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Key messages – diversity & inclusion
Our D&I Statement
As BBN agencies, we commit to equal employment
regardless of race, colour, ancestry, religion, sex, gender
identity, national origin, sexual orientation, age, citizenship,
marital status, or disability.
Our differences are our greatest strength and we draw on
theuniqueness of each individual, what we’ve experienced,
and how we think, to deliver global communications that
not only move businesses forward but evolve our
relationships and respect for each other.
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Key messages – diversity & inclusion
RESPONSIBLE GLOBAL CITIZENS
We wouldn’t be responsible global citizens if we didn’t
voluntarily address corporate social responsibility (CSR). In a
world where violations against human rights still occur, BBN
takes CSR-related matters seriously. Our CSR-related
policies draw inspiration from the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the ten
principles of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC).
The ten principles focus on human rights, labour conditions,
anti-corruption and the environment. Additionally, with
operations in the United Kingdom, we address and fully
comply with the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015.
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Key messages – diversity & inclusion
DIVERSITY AS A DIFFERENTIATOR
BBN encourages agency-wide respect for our employees
as individuals, with different cultures, values and faiths.
Our people enjoy working in an inclusive, appreciative
environment as much as they enjoy having the ability to
tap into the products and service disciplines of both their
peers and our industry-leading experts.
We believe that the diversity BBN embraces so
wholeheartedly serves to enhance our creative, strategic,
digital and relationship offerings, with the result being
alchemy that drives a results-driven approach like no
other. This approach is one that our clients have come to
recognise as the very thing that separates BBN from our
competitors.
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Key messages – diversity & inclusion
SPOTLIGHT ON DIVERSITY
As an international organisation and in the face of
increasing globalisation, we recently launched ‘Diversity
for All’, a BBN initiative for a better world. BBN is an
equal opportunity employer, giving people equal access
to employment; regardless of gender, age, marital
status, civil partnership, sexual orientation, colour, race,
creed, religion, national or ethnic origin.
The policy serves to protect from discrimination in the
workplace and in the broader society in which we live,
and grievance processes are in place should the need
arise to address misconduct.
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Key messages – diversity & inclusion

ROBUST CSR POLICY PORTFOLIO
COMMUNITIES

ENVIRONMENT

EMPLOYEES

Our CSR-related policies encompass not only the
SDGs and the UNGC principles but also good
business practices. All partner agencies are
signatories to these policies, which are accessible
on our website.
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Logos, colours, imagery & typography

BBN BRAND PLAYBOOK

BBN logos, colours & imagery

01
MASTER LOGO

How to use the BBN master logo with or without
the tag line alongside your own branding

02
LOGO HOOK-UPS & CO-BRANDING

How we combine the BBN logo ‘button’ with
regions and agency brands who wish to co-brand

03
COLOURS & TYPOGRAPHY

Our colour palette and typefaces

04
IMAGE STYLE

Pictures tell stories too and the images we use,
should reflect our character and values
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01

Master logo

Full colour
Whenever possible the logo should be used in full
colour with the tag line.
However, we understand there may be certain
applications where this does not work well and
therefore we offer options in all black, knocked-out
in white and without the tag line for these instances.
When using the BBN name and logo in copy, it
should be written with a hyphen like this:
BBN – The world’s B2B agency

CMYK: 0 71 100 0
RGB: 243 110 33
Pantone: 1665C
Hex: F36D21

CMYK: 61 53 52 23
RGB: 97 98 98
Pantone: 425C
Hex: 616262
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01

Master logo

Black & White & knocked-out
When the full colour logo cannot be used options in
all black, knocked-out in white and without the tag
line can be used instead.
Button only
The BBN circular ‘button’ may also be used without
the tag line next to it when the space or application
does not allow the full logo to be used (e.g. on
giveaways, badges, stickers or when used very
small).
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02

Logo co-branding

Co-branding
There is a separate ‘Standards for Co-Branding’
document for agencies wishing to co-brand and
effectively assume the BBN brand as their own.
Here we include the new co-brand logo hook up.
For aesthetic reasons, this is the one of two instances
where we allow the circle to be dropped altogether
with the understanding that the full colour BBN logo
is still present on key assets like websites, brochures
etc.
The partner’s brand name is presented in the BBN
custom logo typeface on the left in BBN grey.
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02

Regional hook-ups

Regional Hook-ups
Like the agency logo hook-up, this is the only other
time we drop the circle. We currently only use this
hook-up in BBN generated assets like our website
regional sub-pages for instance.
We should always use the master full colour logo on
all regional specific assets.
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03

Colours & typography

Primary colours

CMYK: 0 71 100 0
RGB: 243 110 33
Pantone: 1665C
Hex: f36d21

Secondary colours

CMYK: 61 53 52 23
RGB: 97 98 98
Pantone: 425C
Hex: 616262

Colour palette
Primary colours are the preferred colours for copy.
Only use the secondary colours as accent colours.

CMYK: 30 6 100 0
RGB: 191 204 33
Pantone: 382C
Hex: bfcc21

CMYK: 68 10 4 0
RGB: 45 178 224
Pantone: 7495C
Hex: 2db2e0

CMYK: 0 86 99 0
RGB: 239 76 35
Pantone: 1664C
Hex: ef4c23

CMYK: 0 0 0 20
RGB: 209 211 212
Pantone: 428C
Hex: d1d3d4
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03

Colours & typography

Headline typefaces

Copy typefaces

MUSEO SANS 900
Museo Sans 900

Museo Sans 300

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Museo Sans 700

Museo Sans 100

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

BBN’s branding typeface is Museo Sans 900 and 700 for headers/headlines and Museo Sans 300 and 100 for body copy. Museo Sans 500
can be used to highlight or bold text within body copy. The modern feel and distinctive personality of these typefaces provide BBN with
strong visual recognition throughout all of our communications. The organic, fluid design of these fonts work in concert with the sharpness
and simplicity of the logo.
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03

Colours & typography

Alternative typefaces

Alternative typefaces

Calibri Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Helvetica Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Calibri Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Helvetica Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Calibri Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Helvetica Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Calibri is the default font of choice when Museo Sans is not available (i.e., HTML copy for the Web, Microsoft Office Suite, etc.). Note: In rare
circumstances where Calibri is not available, use Helvetica.
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Pictures that tell the BBN story

04

Image style
DIVERSE
COLLABORATIVE
SPIRITED
FUN
BUT NEVER CLICHÉ!
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BBN Navigator

BBN Brand alignment

BBN Navigator - messaging
This is how we describe BBN Navigator

This is how we promote BBN Navigator

BBN Navigator clearly expresses WHAT we do and HOW we do it.

In a world of fragmented alliances, BBN is united by stronger

For the WHAT, the four core offerings are Brand, Creative,

principles and methodologies. We collaborate daily, and a

Connection & Martech. All are at the heart and soul of what we do

significant amount of our client work involves the active

and what clients need. For the HOW, the five key aspects apply to

participation of more than one territory. To streamline that

all of the above core offerings: discovery, strategy, idea, activation

process, BBN committed at an early stage to creating world-class,

and optimization. So, each core offering is delivered with the same

best practice B2B marketing methodologies, processes and tools

differentiated rigour and passion. And the continuity of approach

which have been adopted in all agency locations.

ensures integration and synergy. It’s clear, simple and proven to be
effective. Just what you’d expect from the world’s B2B agency.

The result is BBN Navigator: the world’s only, truly integrated B2B
marketing toolset. It allows BBN to guide marketers through all

GET THE COMPLETE BBN NAVIGATOR ASSET SLIDE KIT

the challenges of B2B marketing from brand and contact strategy
through to campaign delivery. And it helps us, internally, to deliver

WATCH THE NAVIGATOR ANIMATED VIDEO

a tried, tested and definitive approach to local and international
B2B marketing
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BBN Navigator – recommended website placement
Recommended BBN Navigator placement
Some agencies have chosen to weave BBN
throughout their website and include references
to BBN on nearly all pages. In these cases, we see
the most logical placement of BBN Navigator is
within your services, tools or about section.
However if you have a dedicated page for BBN on
your website, then you may wish to include it
there.
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BBN Navigator
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BBN Navigator – What we do
BRANDING
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Discovery
Future identity and position
Portfolio strategy
Audience needs
Internal activation

CREATIVE
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

MARTECH
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Stack recommendations
Data & CRM
Automation platforms
Marketing cloud services
Programmatic
Analytics
Optimisation tools

Advertising
Corporate design
Campaign design
Creative platforms
Event marketing
UX design
Video/photography
Web design
Copywriting

CONNECTION
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Account-based marketing
Content marketing
Employer branding
Marketing automation
Media planning & buying
Partner marketing
Public & media relations
Social media
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BBN Navigator – how we do it

DISCOVERY
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Buyer journeys
Content audit
Competitor analysis
Marketing objectives
Research & insights
Target audience personas

STRATEGY
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Branding strategy
Communication objectives
Content strategy
Channel strategy
Digital strategy
Establish KPIs
Audience needs

IDEA
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Brand names
Brand story & messaging
Communication concepts
Creative concepts
Create Martech stack
Messaging frameworks

ACTIVATION
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Communications plan
Content creation
Create value proposition
Implement & train
Tone of voice

OPTIMISATION
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Analytics
Business intelligence
Metrics
Search engine optimisation
Social monitoring
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Marketing assets

Use these approved publications to help tell the BBN story to clients and prospects

Key publications to promote BBN

01

BBN Brand PlayBook
The publication you are reading now
provides key information about our

02

BBN Brand/Vision Book
Presents our vision, values,
positioning, brand story and

brand strategy and brand assets from

supporting messages

logos to key messages.

*COMING SOON*

03

BBN Annual Report
An annual publication that highlights
the organisations performance and
approach to delivering for clients
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Use these approved publications to help tell the BBN story to clients and prospects

Key publications to promote BBN

04

Advancing B2B Thinking
Useful as an introduction to BBN,
explains who we are and what we
can do for our clients.

05

BBN world map
A visual map representation of our
office locations and geographic

06

BBN Infographic
A one-page snapshot presenting key
stats and achievements.

reach
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Use these approved publications to help tell the BBN story to clients and prospects

Key publications to promote BBN

07

BBN pitch support deck
Ideal for using in pitches. Includes
key information about BBN that can
be added to PPT presentations.

08

BBN Industry credentials
Collections of insights and case
studies relevant to our key industry
sectors.
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BBN Brand Playbook

Partner brand alignment

BBN Brand alignment

Minimum partner requirements
◉ The full BBN logo included prominently on the partner’s home page (above
the scroll (fold) line in a desktop browser)
◉ The BBN logo should be in a solus position, for example not clustered with
social media logos and other partner logos
◉ BBN Navigator (and graphic) should be included with relevant messaging in
the most relevant section on your website.
◉ Messaging for BBN has been carefully crafted to ensure we are
communicating and positioning BBN in the best way for our partners. Refer to
the messaging in this playbook.
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BBN Brand alignment

Examples of logo positioning
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NEVER use the word ‘network’ to describe BBN.
Networks generally have a poor perception in
the minds of client marketing managers, so
disassociation from this group is essential.
Instead refer to BBN as a ‘Partnership’ or ‘Organisation’.

If you have any questions about the content in this playbook:

Contact BBN Central

Annette Fernandes Poyser
Executive Director – BBN Central
E: annette.fernandes@bbn-international.com
T: +971 50 550 2197

Thank you

